LAND ACCESS

Land Access
Managing ongoing access to land is a key imperative for every resource company and is on
the critical path to your project’s success. From identifying the right stakeholders who have
an interest in the land in question, to the accelerating effective outcomes for all stakeholders,
Infoscope can manage the multifaceted challenges of accessing land.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Easy and intuitive stakeholder communication
capture is fundamental to enabling a partnership
approach to stakeholders over the life of a project.
Infoscope builds on this key functionality and
delivers contacts, organisations, communications
and issues management. With simple and
transparent reporting on engagement effectiveness,
your stakeholders can become true partners in your
success.
STAKEHOLDER AGREEMENTS
Agreements administration can be challenging
and can escalate disruptions which impact your
operations. Infoscope can effectively manage
your landholder agreements by linking multiple
interested parties and their varied interests through
its innovative graph relationship engine. Infoscope
then drives your obligations through its highly
configurable notifications and workflow system to
deliver on your obligations and compliance.
ENTRY NOTICES
The sensitivities of accessing land at the agreed
times and through the agreed methods need to be
systemised to avoid mismanagement. Infoscope
can record and manage your entry notices and
establish the associated protocols and link them to
key stakeholders to present a holistic picture. Based

on your recorded entry notices, Infoscope delivers
a spatial paradigm to comply with the expectations
of the when and how, when it comes to entering
property.
COMPENSATION
Compensation plans are usually complex and vary
across the spectrum of your stakeholders. Agreed
outcomes need robust delivery. Infoscope can
help establish and record both monetary and inkind compensations for ongoing access, incident
management or one-off actions. Organised
engagement with your stakeholders delivered
through the Infoscope solution will offer the strong
bond between compensation and value. Infoscope
is integrated with your financial system for tracking
and reporting of payments.
PART OF THE BIG PICTURE
Land access is never a siloed operation, but
today’s systems are just that – information silos.
As a land access professional, using Infoscope
can provide you with the right level of insight into
your overarching engagement through visibility on
tenement functions, environmental sustainability
plans, and community and heritage related
activities.

www.k2fly.com
One Workspace for all - Infoscope is transforming the way resource and infrastructure land owners manage and
govern their land assets. We enable this transformation by delivering spatial first visibility, speed and efficiency in
understanding and decision making and collaboration for the users across the spectrum of Land Management.
Infoscope is a cloud-based SaaS offering suitable for companies of all sizes. You can use our products across various
land functions whether in the field or in the office, to access data from multiple business systems and public data
sources empowering you to work faster and smarter, together.

